Basketball Wales Meeting Minutes
07/10/2015
Date of Meeting: 07/10/2015 Time of Meeting: 18:30hrs ended 21:00hrs Venue: Cardiff Met
University
Convener: Steve Lloyd (SL)
Board Members Present: Lucy Power (LP) Stef Collins (SC) Anne-Marie Koukouravas (AMK) Jason
Merchant (JM) Ceri Martin (CM) Jon Shefford (JKS) Cameron Selley (CS) Lee Coulson (LC) Gavin
Williams (GW) Haydn Jones (HJ) Phil John (PJ)
Action to be carried out is highlighted in red
Welcome –
Steve as unofficial Chairman (until appointed later in the meeting), welcomed everyone to the
meeting SL explained the agenda and how the meeting was to proceed. SL then invited each of the
board to introduce themselves and give a brief background on professional and basketball skills.
Appointment of Minutes Secretary –
SL invited board members to the minutes of the meeting NF offered and this was accepted by the
board
Apologies –

Apologies received from director Jon Shefford (JKS)
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Non Agenda Item Issues –
LC stated he was not happy with the ENDC accounts presented at the AGM and he thought there
were some issues with them. AMK explained that the ENDC accounts had not been aligned with the
BW accounts as they ran from September to August in line with the competition year. The ENDC
accounts had now been separate to BW financial years and didn’t balance very well. NF NF
suggested if L thought there was an issue that he should contact Darren Oakey and ask him for
clarification. It was suggested that CM look through the accounts and bring some views to the next
board meeting.
NF asked for approval from the board to enter teams in to the 2016 FIBA competitions as the
documents need to be sent off before the end of the month. A discussion was held about entering
u20s teams. NF stated that BW had previously been in contact with FIBA Europe to see if we could
enter a team, as this would be the las time BW could do this. NF said that BW had received a positive
to this, but there was a conflict in that GB had been relegated into the same division and BW might
not be allowed to play. NF suggested we should apply anyway and see what happened.
CS stated that he thought that BW would be wasting time and money as he felt that the team was
not good enough.
NF said we should get an opinion from Darren Oakey and from the U20s coach. SL deferred the
matter and asked the board to consider whether it was appropriate to send an u20 team and to let
him know asap and that the new ENDC Director should speak with Darren Oakey on the matter.
Conflict of Interest
SL discussed conflicts of interests and requested that each member email NF with the areas where
they considered that was potential conflicts with the activities of the BW Board.
Board appointments
SL stated that the best way to proceed for this first meeting was to follow the agenda but before this
could take place, that positions on the board needed to be filled.
Chairman
SL was proposed by PJ and GW and was unanimously elected.
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AMK then spoke about directors’ responsibilities and having metrics that could be measured for
each role and went on to explain a bit about the score card system that she had developed.
SL though this was good idea and would discuss further with AMK
LP suggested that we should identify key needs and priorities for the membership and the
organisation, and appoint roles that meet that, in combination with the skills available, as opposed
to identifying director roles based on interest alone.
SL spoke about finance and suggested that the director of finance should be filled by CM
Proposed PJ and seconded by GW and was unanimously elected.
NF spoke about the FIBA Grants and that the new EPD will need to discuss them with Darren Oakey.
The money can only be used for the projects that have been applied for.
NF explained that the board was to be structured around FIBA governance model and required a
secretary general. NF explained that he been carrying out this role unofficially for past 14 months
and has passed his FIBA Federation Administrator exam. NF was proposed by LP and seconded by JM
and was unanimously elected.
NF then spoke about the ENDC and explained that Darren Oakey had offered to remain as an interim
manager until the end of the year to help the transition of the new director.
LP put herself forward for the role and explained her background. LP expressed concern that the
current role was too big for one person and proposed that some roles could be run through a
committee with LP with over-all responsibility. CS, JM, SC said they would like to assist. AMK asked
for some further clarification on what LP was proposing. LP explained how she felt it could work and
would hold a meeting outside of the board to discuss it further. LP was proposed as Elite
Performance Director. Proposed PJ and Seconded HJ
Officiating
GW said he was going to move away from officiating and proposed that HJ take over the position
Proposed GW Seconded PJ. HJ was unanimously elected
Schools
GW said he would like to look after schools having undertaken the role a few years ago. Proposed HJ
and seconded PJ and was unanimously elected
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Clubs
JM expressed an interest in this role. He wanted to bring unity from the clubs to BW and find a way
to bring the leagues together. AMK mentioned about inviting the chair of NWBA to attend meetings.
NF was asked to speak with NWBA to see if their chair James Morgans would be interested in
attending meeting as suggested by LP. JM was proposed as Director for Clubs Proposed CM and
seconded PJ and was unanimously elected
Competitions
The board discussed the current competition in Wales, SL spoke about the potential for sponsorship
and getting support from sport wales, JM suggested that NWBA and SWBA need to come together
with a competitions structure and create something agreeable to all. PJ said that the members
should be asked what they wanted. LP suggested that since GW would already be meeting with
representatives from lots of different areas regarding the school’s competition that he could assess
competition at the same time. This was accepted by GW.
Communications / PR
AMK said that due to her new job, she would be unable to commit to this role and would like to take
on a non-exec position on the board. AMK more than happy to provide input and support on PR
HJ talked about the success of the officiating social media and wanted BW to sort out all the social
media and web pages. It was acknowledged that board should seek out someone to run the social
media. LP had an idea of someone, NF suggested that we should advertise the position and the
person LP knew could then apply.
GW and HJ spoke about establishing one template for BW to use and to start work on updating the
website and social media
Women’s Director
GW suggested that SC work in this role. LP said that this role should also work with EPD committee
SC proposed by GW and seconded by LP and was unanimously elected
There was then a discussion about the other areas of the business that need to be looked after
Mini Basketball, legal, insurance, 3x3, BBF, child protection and FIBA Europe
CS spoke about player pathways and the need for mini basketball across Wales to grow the love of
the sport from a young age. LP supported this view and that a specific role was needed and
suggested that this would be included in the committee for ENDC. This was supported by CS
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PJ said he would vacate the mini role and concentrate on child welfare and protection and as hon
vice president. This was proposed by GW and CS and PJ was unanimously elected.
LC offered to take over mini basketball and also talked about wheelchair basketball. SL spoke about
the need to try to work with wheelchair basketball in Wales. AMK Proposed that LC become director
for mini basketball and with responsibility for wheelchair basketball. This was seconded by CS and LC
was unanimously elected.
Legal issues, company articles and insurance was discussed and it was proposed in JS absence that
this should be his area of responsibility. NF spoke about the need for the BW articles to be amended
and also aligned with BBF. NF spoke about insurance issues and said that he would work with JS and
bring him up to date. SL said he also had insurance experience and would assist as well. It was
unanimously agreed that JS would take over this role and was duly elected.
NF spoke about 3x3 and said that he would like to carry on with this role. LP said that the 3x3 would
also be part of the ENDC committee. GW proposed and HJ seconded qnd NF was unanimously
elected.
NF then spoke about the BBF and the role. NF reported that Nick Humby the new chair of BBF would
like to come and meet with the BW Board. LP said she was interested in the role, but needed to
understand the time commitment. PJ proposed LP for the position. NF said he was interested in the
role and also the alternate if not successful. GW said he was interested in the role of alternate too.
SL deferred the vote while LP was investigating the role and would ask the board to vote by email
when LP had made her decision.
NF then spoke about the relationship with Sport Wales (SW) and the need to continue liaising with
them. NF explained about the recognition review (RR) and that it was on hold now. NF said he would
need to introduce SL to SW and begin the RR again SL agreed that SW and RR was important and
asked NF to be the contact point for SW.
SL then went through the agenda list of outstanding items to see if they had all been covered during
the discussions
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GW said that the new membership system was up and running and that no player would be allowed
to play unless they were a member of BW. JM said that he would circulate this to the clubs and
leagues.
NF spoke about Arwel Jones and said that he would circulate his proposal that was made at AGM.
Code of conduct for the board will be looked at by JS
FECC will be dealt with through by new ENDC committee
GW said that he will arrange for the National Instructor report to be issued
SL discussed the proxy vote issue and asked for all board members to consider the issue and to let
him know within a week how they thought that BW should proceed and how BW should respond to
Justin Ogleby and NWBA.

AOB
None at this point

Meeting Closure
SL thanked everyone for attending The meeting finished at 9pm

Date of Next Meeting
11th November 2015
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